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Summary

The message of this paper is based on six years of experience from the Humanitarian Golden Rice project, whose aim it is to transfer the benefits of a scientific break-through to the needy in developing countries. Golden Rice could substantially reduce vitamin A malnutrition in rice-based societies, but can not yet do so, because its deployment is severely delayed by the requirements imposed by ‘extreme precautionary regulation’. Other ‘Golden’ food security GM crops are in the pipeline and multi-trait nutritional optimisation is the next task. But product development and deregulation will again be blocked, leading to millions of avoidable deaths. ‘Extreme precautionary regulation’ is unjustified, irrational, and an opportunistic response to extreme pressure groups. The benefits of GMO technology will become available for food security and poverty alleviation only if regulations are changed from the present ‘extreme precautionary attitude’ to science-based ‘rational regulations’, and if these regulations are applied with ‘common sense’, not ideological attitude. There is no scientific justification for specific GMO regulation. To support future food and environmental safety, regulation should focus on ‘traits’ not ‘technologies’.

1. Micronutrient malnutrition

Micronutrient malnutrition is the source of severe medical problems in developing countries. Of the 24’000 deaths per day attributed to this problem, probably 6’000 are due to vitamin A malnutrition. Traditional interventions do not reach the majority of the
need and, therefore, alternative interventions are required. Biofortification – improvement of the micronutrient content of crops on a genetic basis - has been recognized as a cost-effective, sustainable, complementary intervention. Golden Rice represents the first case of GM-based biofortification. In Golden Rice genes have been introduced to activate the biochemical pathway leading to the synthesis and accumulation of carotenoids (pro-vitamin A) in the rice endosperm, the edible part of the rice seed. Scientific proof-of-concept was completed in spring 1999 (Ye et al., Science 287: 301-305, 2000). The motivation for this ‘scientific tour de force’ was from the onset a humanitarian one: to contribute to a reduction in vitamin A malnutrition in developing countries. The scientists involved did not expect that transferring the benefits of the scientific breakthrough to the needy would constitute such a complex and time-consuming task (see also– Genetic engineering of plants). And in view of the problem it is difficult to accept that it is taking at least ten years, to deliver a deregulated product.

Golden Rice was moved into the political limelight as an example of what benefits consumers could expect from the new technology, but also as the favourite target of the GMO-opposition, which was disturbed by the positive response, and which fought the case for its potential as a “Troyan horse”, opening the ground for acceptance of the technology (see also– Why genetic modification arouses concern). Their claim that Golden Rice was ‘Fools’ Gold’ because children would have to eat up to 9 kg per day became a politically very effective counter-strategy. Although this claim was never true, it had a pronounced negative effect on the media, the public, and governmental agencies. Meanwhile, lines have been developed and are available to the Humanitarian project, where ca. 70g per day would provide the recommended daily allowance of vitamin A.

![Figure 1: WHO/FAO recommended nutrient intake of pro-vitamin A](Image)
The above calculation is based on a 16 μg/g line, but lines with more than 32 μg/g are now available. With these lines the GMO opposition has definitely lost its last argument against Golden Rice and, hopefully, will finally accept that GMO technology can be used to the benefit of the poor. For its potential, Golden Rice should be made available to the poor as fast as possible, but under the present regulatory regime this is a very time-consuming and expensive task. The inventors of Golden Rice realized soon that the public domain was not in the position to carry Golden Rice successfully through the process of product development and deregulation, and it was a fortunate coincidence that the private sector, the companies Zeneca and subsequently Syngenta, were ready to support the humanitarian project in exchange for commercial rights in the invention. This ‘Public-Private-Partnership’ (see also– The Public-Private Debate in Agricultural Biotechnology and the IPR Regime) was instrumental for the entire further process, including organization of free licences for involved intellectual property rights. Over the years, it became more and more obvious that under the present regulatory regimes, public humanitarian projects, such as Golden Rice, will fail if not supported by the private sector. The public sector has little expertise and experience in and no financial resources for product development; but the almost insurmountable hurdle is the extremely complex, time-consuming, and expensive process of deregulation, which has ‘evolved’ to such a level, that only large and financially strong companies can cope with it. The effect is that public R&D can at best compete in basic research, but is cut off from product development and release of public GMOs into the marketplace.

Figure 2: History of Golden Rice Development

This is a very serious consequence, because it affects virtually all possible public contributions to solutions of humanitarian problems (see also– Health and Genetic Engineering; – The regulation of genetically modified food). And it is the public domain which is responsible for solving humanitarian problems. This responsibility can not be
delegated to the private sector, which is dependent upon commercial success. The progress achieved with the humanitarian Golden Rice project was possible only because a successful Public-Private-Partnership could be established between the inventors of the Golden Rice technology and the Syngenta company.

2. Cost-effective and sustained production of nutritious food

The great advantage of GMO seeds is the fact that the entire technology is embedded in the seed (see also – Genetic engineering of plants; – Transgenic Plants). Looking at the potential of one Golden Rice seed, we realize that each seed can produce 20’000 metric tons of Golden Rice within two years (1 seed grows into a plant with 1’000 seeds or 20 g; the next generation will arrive at 20 kg; the next at 20 t and the next at 20’000). 20’000 t of rice are sufficient to feed 100’000 people for one year which, if in the case of Golden Rice will also protect them from vitamin A deficiency. All a farmer needs to benefit from this technology is one seed. He needs no additional agrochemicals or pesticides nor novel farming systems. He may use part of his harvest for the next sowing. No new dependencies are created. Furthermore, the technology is free up to a yearly income of USD 10’000 per farmer or local trader per year. World Bank Policy Research Working Paper no. 3380, from August 2004 carrying the title ‘Genetically Modified Rice Adoption: Impact for Welfare and Poverty Alleviation’ by K Anderson, LA Jackson, and CP Nielson concludes that impressive benefits might be accrue for countries adopting the technology. The paper uses the ‘global economy-wide computable general equilibrium model’ to analyse the potential economic effects of adopting first and second generation GMO crops in Asia. Two citations from the abstract: ‘The results suggest that farm productivity gains could be dwarfed by the welfare gains resulting from the potential health-enhancing attributes of Golden Rice.’ ‘Projected gains from Golden Rice adoption by developing Asia would amount to USD 15.2 billion.’ But extreme precautionary regulation, so far, prevents use of the technology.

‘Extreme precautionary regulation’ has been adopted world wide and is, to date, widely accepted, and international organizations are helping to introduce it into numerous developing countries (see also– Why genetic modification arouses concern). In the context of the Humanitarian Golden Rice project the experience is that this approach delays product development and deregulation by at least six years, and consequently the question should be asked: ‘Is GMO over-regulation costing lives?’ The following, straightforward calculation arrives at a shocking answer: If Golden Rice would not have been a GMO (which is not possible, because production of provitamin A in rice endosperm is only possible via genetic engineering), breeders would have able to develop varieties by 2002 (e.g. seven backcrossing generations into IR64) and farmers could have started using Golden Rice from 2003 on. Because of GMO regulation Golden Rice will not reach the farmer before 2009 – with at least 6 years of delay. Every day 6’000 children die from vitamin A deficiency; probably half of those (3’000) from rice-dependent vitamin A deficiency. Assuming only a 1 percent Golden Rice adoption (far higher values are probably more realistic), 65’700 GMO regulation caused deaths could be prevented (30X365X6). How can our society tolerate 65’700 avoidable deaths, by supporting an ‘extreme precautionary regulation’ approach?
3. Why do we have GMO regulations?

We have GMO regulations for historic reasons: At the beginning of GMO technology development the scientists themselves established regulations and it was sensible to be ‘precautious’ during the early phases of technology development. The main argument was, and still is, that the technology could lead to unpredictable and uncontrolled alterations in the genome of the experimental organism (see also – *The regulation of genetically modified food*; – *Why genetic modification arouses concern*). This was and still is true. However, experience from more than 20 years of deregulation, from thousands of ‘biosafety’ experiments and from experiments performed to satisfy the requirements of hundreds of dossiers for deregulation, from release of GM plants into the environment on over 90 million hectares, and from deliberations of several academies and numerous publications we know nowadays that there is no technology-specific risk which did not exist before as the consequence of traditional plant breeding (see also – *Plant Breeding and Molecular Farming*; – *Conventional Plant Breeding for Higher Yields and Pest Resistance*), and for which we have ample of experience to control it, if necessary. Why then do we maintain ‘extreme precautionary regulation’? The argument is, that this regulation is mandatory to build trust for acceptance by consumers. Experience has widely demonstrated that this does not work, and that is not surprising: How can an unbiased citizen trust a technology which is so tightly regulated. If something is regulated in the way that GMOs are, the conclusion is that it must be dangerous! And how do we continue to justify ‘extreme precautionary regulation’? It is stated that it can not be excluded with 100 percent certainty that unintended alterations of the genome may have adverse effects which may even show up only in evolutionary time scales (how is it possible to relate this argument of an imaginary, potential adverse effect on an evolutionary time scale with the 65’700 regulation-caused deaths!). Above all, this argument applies to all our crop plants, which have been developed using traditional plant breeding techniques, and which we have been consuming for ages without any regulation – and without ‘adverse effects’. So, where is the argument which justifies maintenance of ‘extreme precautionary regulation’?
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